not yet delivered arti cial systems that can compare with biology in reliably, robustly and e ciently extracting information from the often noisy and ambiguous real world, and interacting with the world by generating appropriate behaviours.
Information technology has
not yet delivered arti cial systems that can compare with biology in reliably, robustly and e ciently extracting information from the often noisy and ambiguous real world, and interacting with the world by generating appropriate behaviours.
Tracker Motion Sensor
-measures contrast, spatial and temporal derivative and velocity of moving edges -comprises circuits that implement a model of "selective attention" for a smart readout
eMorph is an EU funded project -ICT-FET 231467
Visual System Visual Primitives Technology eMorph will deliver a methodology for event-driven arti cial vision on a robotic demonstrator, giving the chance to the robotic community to have a ready-to-use platform to directly interact and experience the power of neuromorphic tools.
Visual system integration
We developed a series of printed circuit boards to integrate on the iCub event driven sensors and dedicated processors.
iCub navigation
We developed an autonomous vehicle with 6 holonomic, omnidirectional wheels.
Asynchronous, event-driven, space variant visual sensors Goal: to design asynchronous, data-driven, biologically inspired, vision sensors with non-uniform morphology, using analog VLSI neuromorphic circuits High level event-driven visual algorithms Goal: to develop a supporting data-driven asynchronous computational paradigm for machine-vision that is radically di erent from conventional image processing System integration Goal: to validate the system on the humanoid robot iCub tted with the neuromorphic 
Optical ow
Event-driven sensors transmit information about local changes in their eld of view at the time they occur. The optical ow is updated for each event resulting in extremely sparse computation over time and space. Events from a bouncing ball Consecutive "frames" of accumulated events.
Events at ti+1, events computed from optical ow at ti, lag between prediction and real position.
Estimated optical ow
The computation is frame-less and event-driven.
Optical ow snapshot for a 5ms sequence Space-time representation of a rotating white disk with a black bar. Bar orientation estimated by the events-based (+) and by the frame-based (-) optical ow algorithms versus the true bar orientation over time.
